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Learning - Respect - Resilience - Pride - Community

2019 School Honour Roll
ADF Long Tan Leadership and
Teamwork Award
Benchmark Award:
Outstanding Staff Member
Caltex Best All-Rounder

Kaleb Booth

Citizenship Awards

Michael Haigh
Anastasia Puia
Olivia Nanut
Aiden Trent
Georgia Luderman

de Rozario Award for Music

Ms Melinda Davies
Olivia Trimboli

Excellence in Vocational Education &
Training Award

Olivia Cecich

Graham Watson Sportsperson
Medallion
Kalamunda Rotary Art Scholarship

Jade Mann
Charlotte Eden

Learning Area
Dux Awards
Applied Information Technology
GENERAL

Georgia Lane

Biology ATAR

Hannah Croysdill
Selina Hutcheon

Career and Enterprise GENERAL Fabian Evans
Chemistry ATAR

Olivia Trimboli

Children, Family and Community
GENERAL

Emily Adams

Design Photography GENERAL

Abigail Leybourne

Design: Dimensional Design
Fashion GENERAL
Design: Technical Graphics
GENERAL

SCHOOL DUX
Olivia Trimboli

Materials, Design and
Technology: Metal GENERAL
Materials, Design and
Technology: Textile GENERAL
Materials, Design and
Technology: Wood GENERAL

Caprice Innamorati
Georgia Lane
Reece Mazzucchelli

Mathematics FOUNDATIONS

Jasmine Aulsebrook

Mathematics: Applications ATAR

Hannah Croysdill

Mathematics: Essentials
GENERAL

Riona Mann

Mathematics: Methods ATAR

Georgia Luderman

Media Production and Analysis
GENERAL
Physical Education Studies
GENERAL

Olivia Nanut
Jade Mann

Psychology ATAR

Olivia Trimboli

Visual Arts ATAR

Charlotte Eden

Visual Arts GENERAL

Neil Carino

Learning Area
Top Student

Lily De Saran
Cruz McInerney

Dance GENERAL
Human Biology GENERAL

Daniella Almeda
Jasmine Aulsebrook

Literature ATAR

Charlotte Eden

Emily Adams

Mathematics: Specialist ATAR

Georgia Luderman

Food Science and Technology
GENERAL

Emily Adams

Modern History ATAR

Jordan Suijendorp

Geography ATAR

Hannah Croysdill

Modern History GENERAL

Amy Cummings

Health Education Studies ATAR

Caydon Johns

Health Education Studies
GENERAL

Caydon Johns

Jade Mann

Physical Education Studies
GENERAL
Physics ATAR

Madelyn Duff

Human Biology ATAR

Ruby Austin

Politics and Law ATAR

Olivia Nanut

English ATAR

Olivia Trimboli

English FOUNDATIONS

Angela
McDonough-Cooper

English GENERAL
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Principal’s Report
I am very pleased to present our school’s Annual Report for 2019. It is encouraging to see our continued development
and progress as a school. Having provided quality education in our local community for the last 59 years we continue
the journey into the future with a focus on being an inclusive, connected , innovative and high achieving.
2019 marked the final year of our three year business planning cycle. We were very pleased to have achieved many
of our student achievement targets and it has been encouraging to see improvement across the board. As there
is always work to be done the review of these targets provides useful information as we plan for our next three year
planning cycle.
It is always with anticipation that we await the results for our Year 12 students and as usual we were very proud of our
Class of 2019. Our WACE (96%) and attainment (99%) rates remain high and nearly a third of our ATAR students
achieve an ATAR greater than 80. 81% of our Year 12 students studied 2 or more Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) courses and 88% of our students participated in VET courses with 20% reaching the
Certificate III level and we also extend our congratulations to the twelve students who received School Curriculum and
Standards Authority awards with Certificates of Distintion and Merit and congratulate our ATAR Visual Arts students
who were among the top performing in the state.
We were very pleased to be acknowledged by the Director General and Regional Executive Director for our success in
our Year 12 students achievement and in providing appropriate pathways for our students.
I would also like to acknowledge the thirteen Year 12 students who received my Principal’s Award for exemplary
attitude, behaviour and effort in their final year. They have been outstanding role models for our school and along with
our Class of 2019 we wish them all the best for their future endeavours and acknowledge them as they join the alumni
of the Kalamunda SHS family.
The success of our students would not be possible without the tireless work of our staff and I thank them for all their
support for all our students in their academic, social and emotional development. Our staff are committed to their own
growth by participating in a range of professional development activities throughout the year and we acknowledge all
those who have been nominated for awards. In particular we were pleased to be finalists in the WA Mental Health
Awards for 2019 and congratulate our school psychologist and student services team for their work in support the
health of our students.
In leading the school, I am very appreciative of the work of our School Board members and the role they play in
ensuring sound governance and shaping of our school direction. I would like to thank them all
and in particular acknowledge the amazing work of Maurice Cammack as the School Board
chair.
As a school I believe we are well placed to serve our community into the future by providing
outstanding care and supporting high academic achievement for our students.
Helen Deacon
Principal
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School Board Chair Report

Class of 2019 - WACE Results

Message from the School Board Chair

WACE Achievement
(School)

The School’s Annual Report plays an important role in the governance of the School by providing everyone with
a snapshot of the year’s performance and outcomes. The report also allows us to recognise and celebrate both
individual and collective achievements along with providing an important historical record of the school in 2019.

4%

In relation to history, the Class of 2019 was the last class who commenced their High School journey from Year
8. There were some outstanding individual achievements with twelve students being recognised with Certificates
of Distinction and Merit. Collectively the Class of 2019 maintained high standards of achievement with 96% WACE
and 99% Attainment. The Board would like to extend our congratulations to the Class of 2019 and wish them good
luck with their future endeavours.

96%

As can be seen throughout this year’s report the achievements extended beyond the Class of 2019 to all year
groups. These outcomes can only be realised with the hard work and dedication of the staff. The Board is very
appreciative of the leadership shown by Helen Deacon and her leadership team and of all staff,
both teaching and non-teaching, for their care and commitment for the students of Kalamunda
Senior High School.
Finally, I would like to recognise and thank my fellow Board members for their work providing
oversight and support to the School – with a special thank you to outgoing Board member
Angela Trimboli for her dedication to the school with over 10 years service on the Board.

WACE Achievement
(Like Schools)

Maurice Cammack
School Board Chair

10%

90%

WACE Achievement
(State)

Attainment Rate
(ATAR >55 or Cert II)

12%

1%

99%

Inaugural “Living Books”
Historical Narratives Incursion
Annual Report was endorsed by the School Board
Chairperson: Maurice Cammack
Parent Representatives: Dr Peter Rudolph, Mike Burbridge Joanne Betti and Emma Harris
Community Representatives: Peter Stewart and Matthew Hughes
Staff Representatives: Melissa Shepherd, Timmothy Bennett and Ashely Meaden
Student Representatives: Chamoda Idamgedara and Brennan Nairn
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88%

Range of VET Certificate Courses achieved
by 2019 Year 12s (over Years 10-12)
51

CII in Hospitality

42

CII in Applied Language

18

CII in Outdoor Recreation

17

CII in Visual Arts

Outstanding Year 12 Achievements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas for further focus for Year 12s in 2020
•
•
•
•

Continue support for students not achieving
OLNA
Further increase the Median ATAR
Maintaing a low percentage of students with
ATAR ≤ 55
Increase number of students with English
competence for University entrance

Percentage

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

School

98

96

94

91

95

95

96

like schools

98

97

96

87

86

86

90

State

97

97

96

90

88

89

89

2012

80

2013

75

2014

70

2015

65

2016

60

2017

55

2018

16

CII in Tourism

16
15

CII in Sport Coaching

15

CI in Automotive Vocational Preparation

14
13

CIII in Applied Language
CII in Applied Fashion Design and Technology

11

CIII in Music Industry

11

2019

Attainment - ATAR >=55 and/or Cert II or
higher

CII in Information, Digital Media and Technology

9

CII in Community Services

9

40

2016

4

CII in Business
CI in General Education for Adults

2

CI in AgriFood Operations

2

CII in Music Industry

2

CII in General Education for Adults

1

CII in Creative Industries

1

CII in Retail Services

1

60
2015

6

CII in Sport and Recreation

70

50

8

CIII in Business

Triciles for ATAR Students (Kalamunda SHS)
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Number of students

2018

20
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10
High (33%)

Mid (33%)

2019 Level of highest qualification achieved
(of VET students)

Low (33%)

The proprotion of students in each tricle continues to
be monitored with the aim to increase the proportion
in the higher tricles. Last year as predicted we saw
an increase in the middle range for this cohort.
The 2019 tricile ATAR range was - High (> 87.65),
Middle (between 73.15 and 87.65) and Low (< 73.15).
It was pleasing to see an improvement in the Median
ATAR

3%

14%

20%

Cert III
Cert II
Cert I

Our VET Certificates in Applied
Languages, Outdoor Recreation,
Visual Arts and Music all provide
pathways in senior school for our
Specialist programs.

No Cert completed
63%

Longitudinal - Median ATAR
82
80
78
76
74

Median ATAR

Over the last three years, the school has made
significant improvements in the number of
students achieving their WACE. This is notable
given the requirements have become more
difficult over this time.

CI in Business

CI in Textiles Clothing and Footwear

The Attainment Rate is determined by the number of
students achieving an ATAR ≥ 55 and/or completing a
VET Certificate II or higher.
The school has continued to focus on maintaining
the high standard set in recent years, again reaching
99%.

0

2013

2011

85

50

Longitudinal - WACE achievement
100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80

2010

90

Percentage

•

99% attainment rate (ATAR >55 or Cert II)
96% students achieved their WACE
(greater than like 86% and state 88%)
Highest performing students in the State Visual Arts
1 Certificates of Distinction
11 Certificates of Merit
Median ATAR - 72
30% participated in ATAR
27% of ATAR students - ATAR >80
81% of students participated in STEM courses
88% of students participated in VET
enrolments
20% of VET students achieved Cert III level

95

Percentage of students

•
•

100

The school has continued to focus on improving its VET program. In most cases certificates are completed
over Years 11 and 12, though a small number are completed in specialist areas in Year 10. Work placements
are also undertaken in Year 11 and 12 to help students prepare to be work ready.

72
70
68
66
64
62
60

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Kalamunda SHS

67.8

71.18

75.78

69.55

72.05

Like schools

70.3

75.08

72.3

73.7

72.75

76

78.2

78.7

79.5

78.2

Public schools
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Further analysis of VET indicates that 99% of non ATAR students completed a VET Certificate II or higher
with 20% of our VET students completing Certificate III Level. The school received positive feedback from
the department on our excellent work providing appriopriate pathways for our senior students.
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Average scaled scores 2019 - Kalamunda SHS and State

State Mean

School Mean

The Arts

Psychology

The Arts Learning Area

Health Studies

Kalamunda Senior High School has a vibrant
arts culture, which is a testament to the talent and
commitment of students and staff who are passionate
about their respective subject areas of specialty. The
year of 2019 celebrated the achievements of many
students who diligently worked outside of class time
to extend their skills and participate in extra- curricular
activities, performances, workshops and exhibitions
within the school and wider Perth community. The
growth and expansion of many Arts subjects is not
surprising, as the students are offered many real
world performance and exhibition opportunities
which generates excitement and reward for all those
involved.

Biology
Human Biology
Geography
Mathematics: Methods
Mathematics: Applications
History - Modern
Politics and Law
English
Physical Education
Visual Arts
Chemistry
English literature
Physics
0

20

40

60

80

Gifted and Talented Visual Art

2019 Year 12 Destination
0.8%
17.8%

22.0%

2.5%
1.7%

5.9%

17.8%

21.2%
5.9%

0.8%

3.4%

Return To School
University
Uni Offer - No Placement
TAFE
Apprenticeship
Traineeship
Other Training
Employment - Full-time
Employment
Employment - Part-time
Employment Assistance
Other
Deferred Study/Training

This graph shows
the destination of our
2019 Year 12 students
85.7% of our students
continue
on
with
further study or training
post school.
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The 2019 Gifted and Talented Program continued
in its tradition of excellence to support the creative
development of many young budding artists. All our
Kalamunda SHS Gifted and Talented students are
driven to overcome obstacles, working to the best of
their ability producing very exciting, high calibre work
and it was pleasing to see the program continue to
expand in 2019.
In the Saturday workshops, students immersed
themselves in a myriad of artistic styles exploring a
multitude of mediums. This year the workshops were:
Printmaking, Ceramics (public art design, ancient
Japanese glazing), Photography, Painting (Acrylic,
spray painting and Oils), Calligraphy, watercolour,
Textiles, Photography, Animation and Life Drawing.
Artworks were selected to display in multiple
competitions, exhibitions and art awards this year.
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A special acknowledgement and congratulations
must be made to Sarah Hoey for being a finalist in
the highly prestigious Lester Prize (previously Black
Swan Portrait Prize). Another special mention goes
to Jessica Burton for her lovable Labrador painting
winning the People’s Choice prize at the Darlington arts
Festival and having her work selected and published
on the 2020 school diary for the entire school to enjoy.
It has been delightful to see our school represented
so wonderfully in the arts community – it is a real joy
to showcase our student’s hard work with the public.
Visual Arts
The Visual Arts results were excellent in 2019. A
highlight was the results from the Year 12 ATAR
Visual Art course which listed in the top 15% schools
in the state for achieving high results with Olivia
Trimboli received a certificate of distinction from the
School Curriculum and Standards Authority for her
achievement. In addition, ATAR Year 12 student
Rionna Mann was acknowledged for her excellent
mixed media artwork which gained entrance into
the prestigious Pulse Perspectives exhibition at the
Western Australian Art Gallery. In Addition, ATAR Year
11 student Sarah Hoey was a finalist in the Lester
Prize, one of the countries premiere art prizes. In the
Certificate Visual Art course, we were pleased to see
excellent results with all Year 12 students receiving
accreditation.
The students in General Dimensional Design- Fashion
courses were highly involved in the community in
2019. Collaborations with the Year 9 KPA class for a
photoshoot, in school styling workshops and student
directed photoshoots added much value to the
programs. The Year 11 and 12’s participation in the
Midland Junction Wearable Art Parade and both year
levels were allocated high grades.

recorded “Stand by Me” at UWA as part of a music
collaboration across many public schools.

Photography
2019 was an exciting and creative year in
Photography. The imagery produced by students
tapped into a broad array of themes and styles to
capture their interests. The excursions to Fremantle
and the Perth Zoo and events within the school
provided students with opportunities to capture
imagery from a wider range of settings and supported
entrance into Photography exhibitions.
A highlight this year was Annelies Day photography
work. She exhibited (and sold) three of her
photographic works and also entered a series
of digital works “Reality Squared” into Murdoch
University’s MESH competition. This entry received
the MESH Award for Excellence in Creative Practice
(Photography).

In addition, some of the other performance highlights
included the Kalamunda Show, Kalamunda Day,
the Friday Fright Night event (organised by Year 11
Certificate III Music students), the annual talent show
and the annual Music camp.

A high number of A grades were allocated across all
year levels of the program and a minimum C grade
was met. The primary school tours has continued
to be successful and a rotation in primary schools
promote an opportunity to perform for a range of of
audiences.
Kalamunda Performing Arts – Music

Media
The students in Media had the opportunity to go on
two excursions this year. The Year 10 students visited
the Zoo and the Year 11 and 12s went to Fremantle,
which supported some interesting documentaries
and opinion pieces. Some of the other highlights
included the Year 12 General Media results, with a
high number of A grades recorded that was above
the state mean. Year 11 General Media also achieved
well in Semester Two with Year 11 results above the
state average in A and B grade allocations.

In 2019 the Music students continued to shine
with many performance opportunities providing
an outlet for their musical talent and ongoing skill
development. Many students were recognised for
their musical ability through their participation in
performances in the wider Perth community. One of
the most prestigious events was the Senior School
Concert Band performance to open the Education
Department’s elite Opus Concert at the Perth Concert
Hall on July 1st. The band performed an inspiring and
powerful composition telling the story of the Stolen
Generations, featuring Coen Fowler on didgeridoo,
the full band and a narrator. The band’s performance
was highly acclaimed from many in the audience.

Another highlight from the year was the KSHS guitar
quartet, which featured on the RTR FM program
“Plucked strings” and performed a very difficult
piece called “Introduction and Fandango” by Luigi
Boccherini. Special mention should also be made to
the Choir who performed and recorded “Stand by Me”
at UWA as part of a music collaboration across many
public schools. The school Choir performed and
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In particular, the ATAR and General students turned
out some impressive performances for our KADS
Theatre Showcase with extremely positive audience
feedback about the quality of the production and
professionalism displayed by the students. Both
General and ATAR Drama results were good this
year and pleasingly, a high number of B grades were
allocated in General above the state mean.
In addition, the emphasis in sound, ushering, prop
and set design has added a new dimension to Drama
and proved popular with the students. The program
continues to expand with increasing numbers
projected for 2020.
Dance

The support from the community was outstanding in
2019, with sell out performances held at the school
from the Mid- Year Concert and a large crowd at the
annual Twilight Concert where students from across
all years participated. The finale at the Twilight
Concert featured a complex rendition of the Queen’s
Bohemian Rhapsody which also Music students took
part in.

In 2019 the Dance program inspired many students
through its inclusive approach to learning. The
students in Dance developed their skill and
confidence in live performance work, achieving
excellence as seen by their wonderful dance
routines. Dance continued to build a culture of
acceptance and understanding with the inclusion of
the Kalamunda Education Support Centre students
and the positive relationships that were built through
student mentorships.

The results were very good in Music in 2019 with high
grades often equal or above the state mean. We were
pleased to see all Year 12 Certificate III Music achieve
certification and work to a high standard. This is a
testament to the dedication and talent of both students
and Music staff and the vital role of the parent group,
Musikal, which continues to support music at KSHS.
Drama
Drama continue to grow in 2019 with many more
students electing to take this subject in Senior School.
In lower school, the positive transition to ten week
courses in Year 7 and 8 Drama has proved effective,
with more engagement demonstrated by many
students who received high results.

Kalamunda Performing Arts (KPA)
The specialist Kalamunda Performing Arts Program
continued to deliver high quality large scale musicals
as seen by the 2019 Disney performance of The Little
Mermaid, involving eighty- four students across Year
8 to 10. The community involvement was wonderful.
All three of the performances of this musical nearly
sold out and many positive accolades were received
from the audience. The Term One and Term Four
showcases were extremely well attended and were
also almost sold out. Their strong performance skills
and dedication is clearly reflected by the grades for
2019.

and the impact of costumes in their performances.

Excursions to plays such as Picnic at Hanging Rock”
at Marloo Theatre and “Twelfth Night” by William
Shakespeare at the Pop-up Globe were popular with
the students who were inspired by the use of comedy
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Some of the highlights of the year were the two
major dance shows in which dance students from
Year 8 to 12 performed. The Dream, as the title
shows, reflects the heart of all the dances, from a
choreography inspired by a small dream to dances
that consider global ideas. In Semester Two the
show Time and Place included a collection of dances
from different eras and countries. Including a dance
choreographed for the Year 11 and 12s by Meg Parry
(professional ballet Dancer), which was inspired by
The Arabian Dance from The Nutcracker ballet.
We also continued our tradition of an excursion to see
at least one live performance by WA Ballet to support
the Year 11 and 12 students in their learning. This
classic work La Bayadere, originally choreographed
by Marius Petipa had been re envisaged by Greg
Horsman. The students left the theatre exhilarated
and inspired.

Achievements and Awards
Lester Prize (finalist youth award)
Sarah Hoey (Year 11)
St Georges Art Award
Isabella Gentle (Year 11)
Phoenix Preston-Impicciatore (Year 11)
Hayleigh Kerr (Year 12)
Young Originals
Evelyn Grummet (Year 8)
Kayla Hawkins (Year 9)
Stella Pryde (Year 9)
Elizabeth Taylor (Year 9)
Lucas Yeates (Year 11)
Emma Cammack (Year 12)
Charlotte Eden (Year 12)
Riley McCallion (Year 12)
Hyper vision
Lauren Greaves (Year 7)
Jamie Green (Year 8)
Lucas Rummer (Year 8)
Sarah Hoey (Year 11)
Meta
Brooke Daljac (Year 7)
Georgia Luderman (Year 11)
Ellenbrook Art Awards
Hannah Cook (Year 10)
Phornchita Sullivan (Year 11)
Group Entry:
Shelby Curtis (Year 7)
Savannah Friday (Year 7)
Ivy Armenti (Year 9)
Alice Baker (Year 9)
Hannah Cook (Year 10)
Cindi Fox (Year 10)
Outside The Frame
Poppy Ben-Ary (Year 11)
Saskia Blake (Year 11)
Aiden Trent (Year 11)
Group Entry:
Nivi Atzili (Year 11)
Saskia Blake (Year 11)
Jayden Blondell (Year 11)
Elizabeth Rice (Year 11)
Darlington Art Award
Lucas Yeates (Year 7)
Jessica Burton (Year 8)
Charlotte Eden (Year 12)
Georgia Luderman (Year 12)
Year 12 Perspectives
Riona Mann

Gifted and Talented Program Outstanding
Achievement Award winners
Leah Kuckelkorn (Year 7)
Lucas Rummer (Year 8)
Stella Pryde (Year 9)
Hayleigh Kerr (Year 10)
Sarah Hoey (Year 11)
Riley McCallion (Year 12)

Jessica Burton
Peoples Choice Prize - Darlington

Lester Prize - Sarah Hoey
Ellenbrook Art Awards Group Entry

Riley McCallion

Charlotte Eden

Year 12 Perspecitives - Riona Mann
12

13

Young Originals - Group Entry

Poppy Ben-Ary

Phornchita Sullivan

Lucas Rummer
Aiden Trent

Lauren Greaves

Brooke
Daljac

Lucas Yeates

Georgia Luderman
Georgia Luderman
14

15

Hayleigh Kerr

•

English
The English Learning Area staff at KSHS are
an innovative and supportive collegiate group.
Professional conversations and collaborative
reflection are hallmarks of the team, allowing for:
• support for differentiation within each classroom
addressing both remediation and extension
needs;
• the teaching of specific literacy skills using
common strategies and standardised task
guidelines;
• consistent feedback methods, informed by the
work of educational researcher Robert Marzano;
• and, reflective teaching through student and peer
feedback and professional discussions.

•

•

•

•

•

•

English Learning Area highlights and value-adding
opportunities in 2019 included:
• Poetry in Action incursion, Year 7.
• Spellbound style ‘Irre-sis-ti-ble Spelling Bee’,
Year 7
• 28 students from Years 7 to 9 participated in the
2019 Write-a-Book-in-a-Day run by The Kids’
Cancer Project to raise funds for cancer research.
Our three teams, Orchestra, School Down Under
and The French Ferrets, wrote and had brilliant
books published.
• Year 8 students’ national Word Mania competition
- As a result of the Year 8 Kalamunda SHS groups’
fantastic efforts taking out first place in the Perth
South District throughout the competition, they
advanced to the Australian and New Zealand
finals where they placed 7th in the competition
and 2nd for Western Australian schools.

•

Shakespeare Incursion - Year 10 students
studied ‘The Classics’ in Term 3 and started with
Shakespearean poetry and plays. To support
student learning, players from Bell Shakespeare
attended the school and presented “Shakespeare:
The Human Experience”. Students from ATAR
Literature in Year 11 and 12, as well as the Year
9 Academic Excellence class, also attended.
Year 11 Literature students attended the Elevator
Repair Service’s dramatic reading of the ATAR
Literature course text The Great Gatsby - GATZ
at the Octagon Theatre.
A group of students from various years attended
the Talented Young Writer’s Program, a oncea-term series of writers’ workshops held at the
Fremantle Literature Centre, throughout 2019.
Year 12 ATAR students attended an evening of
theatre watching the Black Swan production of
Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town”, a key text in their
ATAR preparation.
Year 8 and Year 11 students attended the
Perth International Arts Festival Writer’s School
Day and heard from celebrated authors and
presenters including Markus Zuzak and Andrea
Gibb.
2019 Reading Challenge - Academic Excellence
Students from Year 7 to 9 took on the 2019
Reading Challenge in a quest to develop their
knowledge of narrative conventions across
different genres.
Ms Sarah Adams began a Writer’s Club, The
Cotherstone Press, who met weekly on Monday
afternoons and worked on their creativity and
expression. The culmination of many students’
work was the collation of their writing for the

•

•

•
•
•
•

inaugural publication of Quills, a professionally
printed and bound volume of work by Kalamunda
SHS students. Ms Adams is to be commended
on her work to seek funding for and to manage
this enormous project!
The Rite Journey classes for Year 9 boys and
girls, under the guidance of Mr Lukasz Sijka and
Ms Karen Stuart, built resilience, self-awareness
and literacy skills.
The Living Books incursion occurred due to the
energy of Library staff and Ms Stokes. Among
a host of Living Books, our very own Ms Alex
Geneve and Mr Sijka held students enthralled
with their tales.

Year 11 Literature Retreat - students spent time
attending cultural events in Leederville and
Northbridge.
Year 12 ATAR Curtin English Conference at
Curtin University
Targeted ATAR English and Literature Revision
Seminars, Year 12
Curtin University English and Literature
Conference, Year 12
Tactical Teaching: Writing™ What to Write
Matters: Exploring Text Forms – A second
iteration of the Teacher Professional Learning
series again led by Ms Orietta Stokes, with a
view to improving writing achievement data.

The following points describe achievements against
specific English Learning Area targets which fed
into Kalamunda Senior High School’s 2017-2019
Business Plan.
OLNA Writing - The percentage of students from our
stable cohort who either prequalified through the
achievement of Band 8 or higher in Writing in the
Year 9 NAPLAN or who demonstrated the writing
standard in the OLNA was 99%. Three students out
of 140 remained at Category 2 for Writing.
OLNA Reading - The percentage of students who
either prequalified through the achievement of
Band 8 or higher in the Year 9 NAPLAN or who
demonstrated the Reading standard in the OLNA
was 99%. Two students out of 140 remained at
Category 2 for Reading.
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Year 12 ATAR - One student received a scaled
score of 75 or above in ATAR English and one
student received a scaled score of between 70 and
75. School marks for ATAR English in relation to
examination scores showed some anomalies. While
the course mean scaled score remained within one
standard deviation above or below the expected
mean, the school mark to scaled score difference
and the correlation between school score and exam
score was large enough to generate a line of enquiry.
Moderation of assessments in ATAR English is
completed with integrity; moderation practices include
close moderation of class-based marking tasks and
for all other tasks teachers share responsibility for
cohort marking. Students performed poorer in their
final external examinations than anticipated; while
many students gained a high enough ATAR to meet
university requirements, 17 TISC applicants did not
achieve English Language Competence due to their
final scaled English results falling below a mark of
50. These results generate another line of enquiry
for the English Learning Area. Comprehending and
Responding section examination results suggest
that these are areas for considerable focus in ATAR
pathway students’ skill development. Of the 46
candidates in ATAR English, 14 (30%) used English
as their best or second-best score.

Year 12 Literature provided seven ATAR candidates in
2019. One student received a scaled score of between
70 and 75. The school to scaled score differential
remained within an acceptable standard deviation
range. Five of the students who took Literature used
it as either their best or second best scoring subject.
Literature remains an important subject in terms of its
positive influence on students’ ATAR scores and as
such has been a focus for the English learning area
in generating interest in the subject. A recent decision
by the SCSA to allow students to sit both English and
Literature into the future will see this combination
becoming an attractive option for students strong in
our subject.

students achieving 40.9% A and B grades compared
to 28.4% at Like Schools and 30.1% DoE. It is worth
noting, however, that a large tail to the data exists at
KSHS in Year 10. Numbers of students achieving a
D or E are similar (KSHS 22.6% compared to Like
Schools 22.9% and DoE 25.5%) but KSHS has
far greater numbers not being assessed. This is
a line of enquiry for 2020, with possible solutions
including streaming Year 10 students according to
their anticipated pathway choices and differentiated
curriculum delivery for General and ATAR-bound
students.

In 2019, ATAR EALD candidates completed the
course via SIDE due to small numbers.
Year 12 General English – The target to achieve
percentages of A and B grades greater than or equal
to DoE and/or Like Schools was not met in 2019.
32.3% of KSHS students achieved either an A or a B
compared to 40.6% at Like Schools and 38.8% across
the state. This was a target met in 2018 and so will
become a focus for 2020 although it is acknowledged
that the target is cohort dependent. KSHS had a very
similar percentage of students (13.2%) achieving at
D and E level than Like Schools (12%) and the state
(11.9%). This was a line of enquiry in 2019. Teachers
ensured students who were falling into this category
due to apathy and disinterest were supported on a
case-by-case basis. Enlisting parent and caregiver
support, developing clear lines of communication
with Senior School coordinators and holding students
to account ensured that many borderline Year 12
General pathway students passed English in Year
12 and had this subject contribute positively to the
achievement of their WACE.
Year 11 ATAR English – The target to achieve
percentages of A and B grades greater than or equal
to DoE and/or Like Schools was met for this course
(36.4%) against Like Schools (21.6%) and DoE
(31.2%). A greater than expected standard deviation
between Semester Two course and exam marks
continues this line of enquiry. Improving students’
exam skills remains a focus in 2020.
Year 11 General English – The target to achieve
percentages of A and B grades greater than or equal
to DoE and/or Like Schools was met for Like Schools
but not DoE. KSHS students achieved 28% A and B
grades compared to 28% at Like Schools and 30.7%
at DoE.
Year 10 English – The target to achieve percentages
of A and B grades greater than or equal to DoE and/
or Like Schools was met for this course with KSHS

NAPLAN Year 9 Reading – Targets of 55% of students
greater than or equal to Band 8 was not met (53.5%),
however, the Group Mean for Reading (584) is above
the Australian Mean (580) and just below the WA mean
(589). Year 7-9 NAPLAN Reading progress is positive
with over 65% of stable cohort students showing
between Moderate and Very High progress. Accuracy
of the data, due to the online nature of the testing in
2019, could be considered unreliable and this will be
monitored closely as online testing continues to be
rolled out.

NAPLAN Year 9 Writing – Targets were not met in
this category. The 2019 target of 45% of students
achieving greater than or equal to Band 8 was not
met: KSHS (40.6%). 20 students remained below
National Minimum Standard, although four of these
were non-triers. The target of 10 was not reached.
This will be a focus area again in 2020. The target for
boys to achieve greater than the Australian mean was
not met (508 compared to 549).

Health, Outdoor and Physical Education
2020 was a year of great sporting success with
Kalamunda coming second in the C division
interschool swimming carnival and being promoted
to B division for the 2020,. The track and field team
also took out first in the Year 7-10 Gold Division.
Kalamunda had great success in the Year 7, 8 and
9 Lightning carnival where students were able to
compete in soccer, netball and basketball.

The specialist soccer program cemented itself with
impressive lightning carnival and interschool results.
The Year 9 students won the boys division for the 2nd
year in a row, with girls taking out 3rd. The Girls squad
combined with Year 8’s continued its impressive
form at the round robin interschool competition
with 3 wins and only missing out on advancing the
knockout competition on goal difference. The Year 9
boys team was undefeated through the round robin
competition and made history by becoming the first
Kalamunda Team to advance to the knockout phase

Writing achievement and progress will form a line of
enquiry for staff in 2020. Narrative writing was tested in
2019. Students met with difficulties in basic functional
literacy areas like spelling and punctuation, and some
experienced issues with lexical choice, development
of narrative conventions including character and
setting, and ensuring they were writing to a discernible
audience. Despite a satisfactory volume of writing
being completed in English classes, strategies for
teaching writing including guided writing and genrebased writing frameworks will continue to be used in
2020 teaching practices.
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of the top 32 where they where narrowly defeated by
John Curtin CoA 5-3. The Year 8 soccer boys finished
3rd at the Lightning carnival and played impressive
football at the interschool competition, the girls
finished second at the lightning carnival with a very
strong performance in their first matches as a team.
The Outdoor Adventure and Outdoor Education
program continued strongly with students learning
about the environment, leadership, working with
others, safety and all the fun stuff such as abseiling,
mountain biking, hiking and over 10 expeditions
spread over the 6 year groups travelling all over the
southwest. 16 lucky Outdoor Education students also
headed over to Falls Creek for a week of snowboarding
and sightseeing in Melbourne. At the end of 2019 after
4 years of planning,
implementing and 12
years of being the OAP
coordinator Mr Watson
has handed the reigns
over to Mrs Phillips.

promote foreign language learning and the cognitive
learning benefits. The primary school students had
the opportunity to ask questions about strategies to
improve speaking skills and reasons behind their
continuation of a foreign language. This was an
interactive way to establish positive connections
between primary and secondary students and enable
primary school students to prepare for a smooth
transition into Italian, Japanese and Indonesian.

Languages

Language is an important key aspect in preparing
students for success in their personal and professional
endeavours. As a Lead Language School, we
have continued to promote Italian, Japanese and
Indonesian language learning to strengthen the
intercultural understanding of our students. Nicholas
Ostler, author of Empires of the Word, wrote
“Different languages protect and nourish the growth
of different cultures, where different pathways of
human knowledge can be discovered.” This in
mind, 2019 was declared the Year of Indigenous
Languages. Students were involved in various
learning experiences to raise awareness in improving
the preservation and promotion of Aboriginal and
Torres Islander languages. Coleen Sherratt, Director
of Project Office for Aboriginal Languages presented
to languages students to discuss the relevance of
“awakening” and preserving Aboriginal languages.
Students gained an awareness and understanding
about the connection between language, identity,
self esteem and selfhood.
Literacy has been an important area of focus and
lessons had strong emphasis of acquiring and
perfecting reading, writing, listening and speaking
skills in Indonesian, Italian and Japanese. Students
expanded their understanding of grammar,
intonations, idiomatic, and conversational skills.
Having been successful another year in the
Languages Assistant Program, our Languages
Assistants from Italy and Japan helped to improve
and develop the language skills of students by giving
them an insight into the culture of their country and
facilitating conversation groups. Students applied
their foreign language skills in everyday conversation
about current topics, becoming more confident and
spontaneous and also were given extra support with
test preparation, reading and writing tasks.

Languages Week is a significant and exciting time
to raise awareness of the benefits of language
and highlight the linguistic diversity in our school
community.
Languages
students
promoted
multilingualism and the respect of all languages and
cultures within our school and local communities. Our
talented languages students prepared a stunning
multi-lingual performance of “Waltzing Matilda” –
Aimee Bowers (Year 10), Maddi Hume (Year 10),
Josh Stanley-Hart (Year 11), and Sarah Hugue De
Seville (Year 12). Year 7 students, Savannah Friday,
Chloe Daljac, Brook Daljac and Brooke Hobson
participated in the Languages in the Landscape
Competition. Their magnificent photography skills
and intercultural understanding of language and
culture resulted them in becoming finalists. Chloe
Daljac achieved 1st place for her Aboriginal Entry of
Beelu National Park and 2nd place for the General
Languages Entry. Brooke Daljac achieved 2nd place
for her Munda Biddi Trail photograph and excerpt.
Language teachers and five Italian, Japanese and
Indonesian students visited Kalamunda, Maida
Vale, Edney and High Wycombe Primary Schools to
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It has been a very busy 2019. There have been
many activities organised for our students studying
languages from Years 7 to 12. We have had incursions
and excursions for all students which integrated
communication skills, dance, art, music, cooking,
hospitality, luxury cars, opera and technology. All
our learning experiences involved guest speakers
from various organisations, community members,
businesses and universities, connecting to our
programmes and enabling our students to actively
participate and see the impact of multilingualism in
many fields.
The Certificate II and III Italian, Indonesian and
Japanese Applied Language Certificate courses
were successful and students completed all Social
and Workplace units. Students believed that these
courses were meaningful, personal and enduring.
Each task and assessment required students
to demonstrate competency in communicating,
negotiating, explaining, writing and reading in a
target language. Both courses were skill focused
providing students with realistic scenarios; at the
hotel reception, talking to the boss, a new job,
organising an evening out with friends, asking
for directions, visa applications, ordering at a
restaurant and volunteer work. Students have
appreciated these courses as a pathway, allowing
them to feel more prepared for growth, success,
security, and ultimately prosperity for their future.
Achievements in Languages
• Mrs Deacon was shortlisted for the Languages
Principal of the Year Award
• Languages in the Landscape finalist entries
(taking two 1st place entries and a 2nd place
entry)
• Certificates II and III completion for all three
languages
• Successful applications for the Languages
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Assistant Program 2020
Smooth transition for
Year 7s into Languages
• Strengthened
partnerships between
our feeder primary
schools
• Continued partnerships
with the University
of WA, Curtain and
Murdoch
• Continued sister school
partnership with Kobe
Gakuin University
• Established partnership with Surabaya Junior
School, Indonesia
• Sustained classes from Years 9-12 across all 3
languages
Highlights
• WA Italian Opera performance incursion
• Italian Opera Night excursion and meeting the
Italian Consul and Ambassador of Canberra
• Ferrari Barbagallo Italian excursion
• Japanese Exchange student visit
• Kalamunda Kickboxing Martial Arts Japanese
excursion
• Sushi, okonomiyaki,mochi, onigitazu, nabi, miso
and obento cooking
• La Dolce Vita Italian Club and Japanese Club
popularity among students
• Aboriginal language and culture incursion
• Angklung music performance
• Suara Indonesia dance performers
• Murdoch University Gamelon Orchestra
excursion
• Surabaya Junior School visit of 22 students and
2 teachers
• Languagenut digital platform across all 3
languages
• Little Miss Squeezebox Italian performance
• Masterchef Italy projects
• La Sfilata di Moda (fashion show presentations)
• The Little Italian House (pasta making
excursion)
• Sienas Italian Restaurant
visit
• •Eros Scagnetti and the
Student Engagement
Team from UWA as guest
speakers
• Primary School visits
and presentations for
Languages Week
• Primary School story
books designed by KSHS
Indonesian students
• International Dance Company incursion
•

Achievement Targets 2019

Interim Targets 2017

Interim Targets 2018

Achievement Targets 2019

WACE >= 95%
WACE excluding OLNA >= 99%

Achieved (95.4%)
Achieved (98%)

Achieved (95%)
Achieved (98%)

Achieved (95.6%)
Achieved (99.2%)

Attainment Rate >=100%

Progressing (98%)

Achieved (100%)

Achieved (99.3%)

Median ATAR > Like Schools and within 2% of DoE Schools

Achieved (76)
DoE Schools (78)

Progressing (70) (75 TISC)
Like (73.7) DoE (79.5)

Progressing (72.05)
Like (72.75) DoE (81)

ATAR below 55 (<= 3 students)

Progressing (7 students)

Progressing (10 students)

Achieved (3 students)

Students with 1 or more scaled score of 75+ (>= 10%)

Progressing (5%)

Progressing (9%)

Progressing (4.37%)

Year 11 ATAR Course Achievement - 33% of courses achieve percentages of A and B grades >= DoE
and/or Like Schools

Achieved (44%)

Achieved (33%)

Achieved (63%)

Year 11 General Course Achievement - 70% of courses achieve percentages of A and B grades >= DoE
and/or Like Schools

Not achieved (47%)

Progressing (67%)

Not achieved (44%)

Year 12 ATAR Course Achievement - 33% of courses means >= State means

Progressing (29%)

Progressing (25%)

Achieved (63%)

Year 12 General Course Achievement - 60% of courses achieve percentages of A and B grades >= DoE
and/or Like Schools

Achieved (71%)

Achieved (63%)

Achieved (69%)

WACE Literacy and Numeracy (OLNA) Year 11 - 90% overall, Reading (97%), Writing (95%), Numeracy (93%)

Achieved (90.5% overall)
Reading (97%), Writing (95%)
Numeracy (93%)

Achieved (90%)
Reading (90%), Writing (83%) Numeracy
(91%)

Progressing (88%)
Reading (95%), Writing (97%),
Numeracy (92%)

NAPLAN (Year 9) Reading - 55% of students >= Band 8
Year 7 to 9 progress has an above expected standard deviation

Progresing (53%)
Progressing (SD was -0.06)

Progressing (52%)
Achieved (SD was 0.24)

Progressing (54%)
Progressing (SD was -0.21)

NAPLAN (Year 9) Writing - 45% of students >= Band 8
Year 7 to 9 progress has an above expected standard deviation
Less than 10 students < National Min Standard (NMS), Boys Mean > Australian Mean

Progressing (34% >Band 8)
Progressing (35 students <NMS)
Progressing (Boys 499 < Aust 552)
Progressing (SD was -0.37)

Progressing (32% >Band 8)
Progressing (20 students <NMS)
Progressing (Boys 514 < Aust 542)
Progressing (SD was -0.30)

Progressing (40% >Band 8)
Progressing (12 students < NMS)
Progressing (Boys 504 < Aust 549)
Progressing (SD was -0.34)

NAPLAN (Year 9) Numeracy - 58% of students >= Band 8
Year 7 to 9 progress has an above expected standard deviation
Less than 5 students < National Min Standard (NMS), Girls Mean > Australian Mean

Progressing (49% < Band 8)
Achieved (2 students < NMS)
Progressing (Girls 590 < 592)
Achieved (SD was 0.08)

Progressing (50% < Band 8)
Achieved (2 students < NMS)
Progressing (Girls 594 < 596)
Progressing (SD was -0.07)

Progressing (46% < Band 8)
Achieved (4 students < NMS)
Progressing (Girls 585 < 592)
Progressing (SD was -0.32)

Year 7 and Year 9 Maths, English, Science and Humanities grades align with NAPLAN results

Progressing

Progressing

Progressing

Attendance – above State mean and >= 93%
Regular attendance >= 76%, Year 10 attendance >= 92%

Progressing (92%)
Progressing (Regular 72%)
Progressing (Year 10 86%)

Progressing (90%)
Progressing (Regular 68%)
Progressing (Year 10 90%)

Progressing (90%)
Progressing (Regular 69%)
Progressing (Year 10 90%)

Courtesy and Respect (ABE from school reports)
95% of Year 7, 92% of Year 8, 90% of Year 9 and 10, 96% of Year 11 and 98% of Year 12 students, consistently/often demonstrate
Courtesy and respect.

Progressing (Year 7 94%)
Progressing (Year 8 89%)
Progressing (Year 11 87%)
Achieved ( Year 9 90%)
Achieved (Year 10 91%)

Progressing (Year 7 93%)
Progressing (Year 8 85%)
Progressing (Year 11 94%)
Achieved ( Year 9 92%)
Progressing (Year 10 89%)

Achieved (Year 7 95%)
Progressing (Year 8 88%)
Progressing (Year 9 88%)
Achieved (Year 10 90%)
Achieved (Year 11 97%)
Progressing (Year 12 95%)

Works to the best of their ability (ABE from school reports)
90% of Year 7,8,11 and 12 students, and 85% of Year 9 and 10 students consistently /often demonstrate Works to the best of their
ability.

Achieved (Year 7 88%)
Progressing (Year 8 80%)
Progressing (Year 11 77%)
Achieved (Year 12 94%)
Progressing ( Year 9 79%)
Progressing (Year 10 80%)

Progressing (Year 7 84%)
Progressing (Year 8 75%)
Progressing (Year 11 82%)
Achieved (Year 12 90%)
Progressing ( Year 9 80%)
Progressing (Year 10 76%)

Progressing (Year 7 88%)
Progressing (Year 8 81%)
Progressing (Year 9 72%)
Progressing (Year 10 76%)
Progressing (Year 11 82%)
Progressing (Year 12 79%)
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A continued area of growth in Humanities has been
the Cert 2 Tourism class, which have cemented
themselves as a course that is attracting growing
numbers of students.

Humanities
Middle School
Middle School courses include Civics & Citizenship,
Economics & Business, Geography and History.
Curriculum
A review of the curriculum delivery took place in
Term 4 2018 and was revisited in 2019, which
led to changes in approaches around curriculum/
assessment delivery and will continue to have an
impact as the 2020 academic year continues.
Of note two new optional Humanities courses have
been developed and will be implemented with
Year 10 in 2020, These include Big History and
Philosophy & Ethics. A gap in the curriculum related
to Careers has also been identified and planning has
begun to work towards putting some level of career
development across Year 7-10 via the Economics
and Business Curriculum.

Use of ICT
Through the curriculum review Connect has now
become a repository of planning, assessment and
resources for use by Humanities staff through our
Connect page “KSHS Humanities & Social Sciences”.
This is an ongoing project to make resources more
accessible to staff and allow for easier review and
development of curriculum.
Results
Overall results showed the Middle School students
are achieving relatively well if they are students
with reasonable NAPLAN results. Staff are utilising

support from the Learning Centre to a greater
degree with students who have identified learning
difficulties and this should see better progress and
results from students with low NAPLAN outcomes.
The relatively high percentage of D and E results is
an ongoing issue (particularly in Year 9), which has
somewhat been addressed by adjusting the number
and type of assessments over the three years of the
Business Plan, but will need further consideration to
make lasting improvements.
Senior School
Senior school courses include Geography, Modern
History, Politics & Law, Psychology, Career &
Enterprise, General Modern History and Certificiate
II in Tourism.
Year 11 and 12 students were provided with lessons,
revision opportunities and individual support to help
them prepare for their exams. This was well received
by students and the general results demonstrate
that this was helpful across the learning area.
Assessment feedback to students through the
development of detailed marking keys for all courses
has occurred throughout the department.

Overview of Year 12 ATAR Results – Humanities
Students
• Humanities Students achieving an ATAR > 95:
Olivia Trimboli (Psychology)
• Humanities students achieving an ATAR between
90 and 95: Hannah Croydill (Geography)
• Humanities students receiving a scaled score of
75+: Olivia Trimboli (Psychology)
• Humanities students receiving a scaled score of
70-75: Hannah Croysdill (Geography)
Other Highlights and Achievements
• Australian Geography Competition – all AE Year
7-10 and Year 11/12 Geography students (with a
number of other students from mainstream) – Ari
Davidson equal top Year 8 student in WA
• Year 7, 10and 11 Politics & Law Court Visits
• Year 11 Career & Enterprise Mock Interviews –
supported by City of Kalamunda
• Year 10 AE Symposium – Ethics
• Year 7 Geography Excursion – Liveability –
Elizabeth Quay
• Year 7 Civics and Citizenship Excursions –
Supreme /Magistrates Court
• Year 11/12 Tourism Excursion to Perth City –
Kings Park, Perth Mint, Perth Zoo
• Year 11/12 Tourism – Walking Tour of Kalamunda
• Year 7 History Day

Overall results showed positive levels of achievement
in most areas. The Year 12 results were generally
pleasing and were generally as expected. Areas
of success include ATAR Geography, whilst exam
results in some courses will need a significant effort
to improve the correlation between school marks
and raw exam marks. Year 11 students moving into
Year 12 in 2019 will need ongoing support - although
these students appear to be achieving adequately,
close monitoring will need to occur to ensure that
they achieve as expected, both in ATAR, General
and Certificate courses. This is particularly the case
with ATAR Geography and General Career and
Enterprise. Additionally, records indicate that there
is a decline in the percentage of students who are
achieving A and B grades in ATAR courses. This
is an issue that will need further action in Middle
School to develop skills in student that will allow
them to achieve greater success in Senior School.
General Humanities courses are stabilising and
likely to continue to have classes for the foreseeable
future in Modern History and Career & Enterprise.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Year 5/6 AESP – various negotiated curriculum
ANZAC Ceremony – whole school
Year 11/12 Career & Enterprise – visit to the WA
Police Academy and Edith Cowan University
Year 12 Geography Excursion – Perth City
Year 12 Virtual Tour of New York
Year 8 Civic and Citizenship – Matthew Hughes
MP
Year 8 Geography – Minecraft in the Classroom
Year 11 Geography Collie Camp
Year 10 Economics and Business – Tax Talks
Year 9 Civics and Citizenship – Excursion to
Parliament and the Constitutional Centre
Year 9 AE Excursion to Curtin University
Year 7 Economics and Business – Entrepreneur
Panel
Year 7 Liveability Fieldwork

the materials and skills developed from the Reframing
Mathematical Futures federally funded initiative.
These skills are embedded in lessons alongside the
use of rich tasks, developing students thinking and
reasoning. A focus on the development of programs
that engage students at all levels continues to be an
ongoing priority.

Mathematics

Highlights from Mathematics 2019

WACE Achievement Numeracy

Year 11 ATAR and General Courses

The percentage of students who either prequalified
through the achievement of Band 8 or higher in
numeracy in the Year 9 NAPLAN or who demonstrated
the numeracy standard in the OLNA – 97.7%

Year 11 Mathematics Foundations – this was our
second year running the course and 54% of students
in the course passed their OLNA numeracy in round
1. This course helps to support those students who
haven’t met the numeracy OLNA requirements by
the end of Year 10. We look to continue this support
into Year 12, preparing students for the numeracy
involved in further training or job expectations.

The Year 12 Foundations Mathematics course ran
for the first year and 85.7% of students achieved a C
grade or above, which is above like schools.
Year 12 ATAR and general courses
One student achieved a scaled score of 75 or above
in ATAR Mathematics Applications and one student
achieved a scaled scored of 75 or above in ATAR
Mathematics Methods.

Year 11 Mathematics Essentials – targets of
percentages of A and B grades greater than or equal
to DoE and Like schools were not met for this course,
this is a line of enquiry for staff.

Both ATAR Mathematics Applications and
Mathematics Methods achieved average scaled
scores above Like Schools. We continue to work
towards increasing the number of students engaging
with Mathematics ATAR courses supporting the
education department’s policies emphasising the
need for further pathways into STEM training and
industries.

The Mathematics Learning Area continues to employ
Growth Mindset techniques in everyday practices which
is the centre of our team professional development.
We encourage all teachers and students to take a
positive attitude when talking about their ability to do
maths and that with hard work and effort, everyone
can get better at mathematics – a truth that needs to
be reinforced.

73.3% of ATAR students studied a Mathematics
ATAR course. ATAR Mathematics courses were the
best or second best mark for 51% of these students
studying ATAR and in particular, Mathematics
Methods was the best or second best marks for 80%
of students who studied it.
Although the target for the percentage of A and B
grades being greater than or equal to Like Schools
and DoE has not been met in Mathematics Essentials,
the mean score for the course was greater than like
and state schools.

This year students have participated in the Australian
Mathematics Competition where 12 students received
distinction certificates. We arranged a half day working
seminar for Mathematics Methods and Specialist ATAR
students in Year 12 working alongside Lesmurdie
Senior High School, with a guest speaker who is a
well-recognised authority in exam preparation. Several
students participated in problem solving tasks centred
around STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) further informing them of the
pathways into these industries, with the Girls in STEM
excursion to Edith Cowan University and Women in
STEM conference. Future pathways are an important
aspect for many students’ engagement whilst STEM
also links subject areas allowing students to develop
their thinking and reasoning, positioning them well for
future challenges.

Sin, Cos and Tan graphs created by Year 12 students

Year 11 Mathematics ATAR – targets of percentages
of A and B grades greater than or equal to DoE and
Like schools were met for Mathematics Specialist but
not for Mathematics Applications and Mathematics
Methods. This is a line of enquiry for staff and we are
focusing on future pathways and preparation in Year
10 for the rigors of ATAR Mathematics courses.
Year 10 courses offer pathways into ATAR and
General courses, where students are more aware
of the expectations of each course and are able to
make better choices in their future pathways. We
have started to develop a more comprehensive
transition program for year 10 after their exam period
to prepare for Year 11.
The Mathematics Learning Area continues to use
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Science
In the Science Learning Area one of our aims is to
enable students to become scientifically literate,
critical thinkers. Our teaching and learning programs
are designed to promote deep understanding of
scientific concepts and encourage students to apply
this knowledge to their own lives as they move into
adulthood.

area and the many students who have a passion
for conserving our natural environment. The City
of Kalamunda has provided support for the course
through the Adopt-A-Patch program, giving students
access to equipment and expert staff. The students
have found the emphasis on practical application of
knowledge relevant and engaging.
Middle School results are comparable with both Like
schools and State results although improvements
still need to be made in engaging and supporting
students currently not achieving to their potential.
Highlights from Science 2019
The Science Learning Area is always looking for
ways to engage students with the wider science
community. An opportunity arose when we were
selected, along with 25 other schools around the
world, to contribute an element tile to a giant periodic
table mosaic organised by the University of Waterloo
in Canada. The project celebrated the 150th Year of
the development of the Periodic Table and gave the
students a chance to combine their science and art
skills.

Providing a variety of learning activities and resources
engages students and allows for diverse learning
styles. The online Science program Stile, adopted
in 2017, is still proving to be a valuable resource.
Students find the activities engaging and it provides
a platform that students can access both from home
and in the classroom. Teachers can provide regular
feedback to students and the program allows teachers
to monitor student understanding.
Overall, the Science Learning Area achieved
pleasing results from the graduating Year 12 cohort.
The ATAR Biology and Human Biology students
performed particularly well, both courses achieving
results above the State average. Additionally, 82%
of Biology students and 88% of Human Biology
students recorded that course as their highest or
second highest mark.
2019 has been our first year offering the Certificate
II – Conservation and Land Management. This
certificate was chosen for the relevance it has for
the Kalamunda community and the unique flora and
fauna located in the hills. Mrs Morris has worked hard
to develop a program that is applicable to the local
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During Science Week in August we organised a
Space themed display in the library to mark 50 Years
since the moon landing. The display included vintage
equipment, biographies of important contributors to our
knowledge of the universe and a life sized spaceman
floating from the ceiling. It sparked enthusiasm from
students and numerous classroom conversations and
questions.
Excursions and Incursions form an integral part of
the KSHS Science curriculum. The Year 11 Biology
and Year 12 Human Biology students both had the
opportunity to visit Perth Zoo, providing an application
for their course theory. The Year 11 Biology students
saw first hand how scientists classify animals into
groups based on their structural features and how
evolution has adapted these features over time to
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adapt to different selection pressures. Year 12
Human Biology students study Human evolution
as part of their coursework and Perth Zoo provides
many examples of the primates with which we share
common ancestors. Opportunities such as this are
an important part of Senior School courses as they
provide context and examples for students to apply
to their knowledge.
The Year 7 students attended an incursion that
required application of their science knowledge
and problem solving skills to resolve a crime scene
scenario. They worked in teams analysing DNA,
comparing fibres, footprint impressions and other
forensic evidence to solve the crime presented to
them. The students were thoroughly engaged with
the task and showed exceptional ability to work
cooperatively.

Digital Technology education continues to be a
growth area in our Department, with the continuation
of the STEM program in Years 7, 8 and 10. Special
highlights were 3D printing activities, using the
laser cutter, electronic game design, animation,
interpreting creative briefs, using software and a
growing interest in the Certificate II in Information
Digital Media and Technology.

Technologies
Overall 2019 was a very successful year for
our students in Technologies. The Technology
Department largely achieved the targets set in the
KSHS Business plan across the board. In fact, the
results show that our students performed above the
expected levels across all areas. In particular, the
strategies for students at educational risk is extremely
effective, and we are proud of the progress that
our teachers have made in ensuring that students
achieve a grade at or above a C grade for their Year
12 final report. Our Year 11 cohort’s achievement is
of some concern and will be a focus area for 2020
as they move into their final year of their education.
Achievement of Certificate courses (Business, IT,
Hospitality and Community Services) continues to
be extremely high, which is a credit to the school and
students. 51 students gained their Certificate II in
Hospitality – a great result.
Staff aim to continue the high standards of
achievement of our students in 2020.

A wonderful year all round. Thanks to Jan Mckenzie
who took on the Acting Head of Learning Area role
for the latter part of the year. Finally, we would like
to acknowledge the work of Ms Jane Rebeiro, who
retired at the end of 2019. Ms Rebeiro worked in the
Technologies Department at Kalamunda SHS for 20
years, including the last 8 as VET coordinator – a
very challenging but rewarding role that is key for the
success of our students in their VET programs. We
thank her for her contribution to our Department and
to this school.

Our Year 12 Materials, Design and Technology (MDT)
students produced some outstanding practical and
design work over the year. In Textiles the Year 12’s
designed and produced their own fashion line. In
Wood and Metals, the students designed and
produced fine pieces of furniture and children’s ride
on toys. At the 2019 SCSA moderation meeting of
the MDT teachers from across Perth, teachers from
other schools were impressed by both the program
that was being delivered, the standards expected
from our students and the end products that were
being executed by our students. This is a credit to
our MDT teachers.
Ms Duncombe held two highly successful high teas
in Year 10 and students also planned and prepared
a three course meal using a BBQ – a fun event in the
Year 10 Foods course. The Year 10 Childcare course
continued their work on the Dolls for Africa program
– a way of giving back to a global community.

Highlights of our Technologies program in 2019
have included:
The ongoing relationship between KSHS and the
Salvation Army continues to grow and develop with
students preparing and presenting care boxes and
handmade winter wear for people in need in Perth.
Every year, the Salvation Army eagerly awaits the
large collection put together by our students for their
Homelessness Task. We look forward to continuing
our work with the Salvo’s into 2020.
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Non-Academic Data
Attendance

Aboriginal Attendance

94%

90%

92%

85%
80%

90%
Kalamunda

88%

State

86%

Like Schools

84%

Kalamunda

70%

State

65%

Like Schools

60%
55%

82%
80%

75%

50%

2017

2018

2017

2018

2019

2019

Attendance is still well above the state and like schools
for all our students groups.
A renewed focus on attendance in
2019 saw a steadying and slight
improvement in attendance.
Regular monitoring by the Student
Services team and Mentor
Teachers, is used in conjunction
with the Good Standing Policy to
set high standards for attendance.

Longitudinal KSHS Attendance - by category
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Comparative Attendance 2019 - by category
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Attendance Trends - by year group
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Y08

Y09

Y10
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Y11

Y12

Severe

School structure in 2017 was largely to address
disengagement of students, including a decrease in
attendance.

92%

Y07

Moderate

The strategy to move to a Middle School / Senior

94%

80%

Indicated

The improvement in attendance across the middle
years, where typically attendance tends to drop off,
can be attributed in part to this strategy.
Attendance through these years remains well above
the State in most years. Our Year 12 students
returned to their usual strong attendance and Year 9
and 11 were the lowest attending year groups.

Learning Centre
The Learning Centre provides a range of supports for
teachers and students across the school. This includes
literacy and numeracy support to all students as well
as support for students with learning disabilities.

Student and Curriculum Services
2019 saw the continuation of using the service delivery model. This includes a Duty Officer to triage incidents that
occur that day. The duty team consists of both Associate Principals, the Manager of Student Services, Head of
Middle School and the Head of Senior School who undertake the role for the day to ensure that a senior member
of staff is available at all times. This strategy has been highly successful in ensuring continuity of service and an
improvement in response time for critical incidents in the school.
Pastoral Care Programs
Student Services address the priorities of improved non-academic achievement through a range of support
programs. Student Services continues to measure the effectiveness of these programs and implement new
programs where the need arises, especially when looking at the needs of individual year groups. We also adopt
whole school pastoral programs as listed in the table below.
WA Mental Health Awards
We were very proud to be selected as a finalist for the Western Australian Mental Health Awards – Education
Award for 2019.The school’s contributions to the mental health sector was recognised by the awards judging
panel as being outstanding.

Although the centre focuses on identifying and working
with students when they enter high school, support is
offered across Years 7 - 12.
Data is collected from the primary school during
transition and at orientation. This is then used to
provide targeted intervention through the Sound Way
program offered in Year 7. Results shown below
indicate that this has a significant impact on improving
student Reading and Spelling levels.
The Learning Centre staff also coordinate
individualised transition for students at education risk,
and those with special needs.
The Centre was well resourced with 4 staff members
across two full time equivalent staff allocation in 2019.

Programs and Support
• Sound Way (Reading / Spelling program)
• Year 8 Literacy and Numeracy classes
• Reading and writing strategy development
• Developing differentiated plans for students
with learning difficulties (eg dyslexia,
dysgraphia, dyspraxia, CAPA, autism)
• Developing alternative reporting for students
on individual learning plans
• Future planning for students with autism
(ComPASS)
• Assisting with learning adjustments
• Professional development for staff
• Data analysis to inform future planning
• NAPLAN strategy support
• OLNA Support
• Assisting Language Background other than
English (LBOTE) students to improve their
English.

WHOLE SCHOOL INITIATIVES
Mothers’ and Fathers’ Day breakfast, Kalamunda Day, Reward Assemblies, Act Belong Commit, Mental Health in Schools
initiative, National Day Against Bullying and Violence, RUOK Day, The Greatest Shave, Asthma Friendly School, Christmas
Hampers

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Student
Leadership Day
Primary
SchoolVisits
Transition
Program handover
meeting with
feeder PS staff
Orientation Day
Cyberbulling
incursion
Bully Busters
Reward Days

Student
Leadership
Camp
Armed for Life
Bibbulmun
Challenge
Techno Bully
Reward Days
In Real LifeEQUP - Boys
In Real Life
-Girls

Year 10

2019 Analysis of Suspensions

Kalamunda SHS - Total overall suspensions
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Year 12

Student Leadership
Student
Student
Student
Camp
Leadership Camp Leadership Camp Leadership Camp
Meeting Period
Career Expo
Meeting Period
Armed for Life
OLNA Support
ECU Presentation
OLNA Support
Year 9 Rite
Journey - Boys/
Mindfulness
Try A Trade
Elevate
Girls
Valedictory
RED Frogs
Dinner Dance
RITE Journey
Mindfulness
School Ball
About Youth
breakfast and
Health Expo
University and
Leavers Jackets
camp
TAFE visits
STRIDE Year
12 Breakfast
Parent
Coaching young
Chaplain Breakfast
Information
people for
session
Elevate
success
Basketball
RED Frogs
Stepping Up
competition
Program
University and TAFE talks
GRIP Leadership
Transition to
Electoral Commission
Triple Challenge
Senior School
talk
River Cruise
Act Belong Commit
Presentation
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Year 11
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Both the number
of suspensions
and suspension
days remain small
in comparison
to the growing
total population.
We can see an
expected peak in
Year 9.

These graphs show improvement in both Reading Age (RA) and Spelling Age (SA) for 100% of
students involved in the Learning Centre program. They were tested on entry and again after the
completion of the program. While all students showed improvement, there was a slightly higher
improvement in Reading.
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Longitudinal Year 7 and 9 NAPLAN
Yr 9 NAPLAN - Reading
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This year the NAPLAN testing was conducted online at our school. This was a new way of undertaking the
testing and the school spent considerable time preparing the students and necessary resources to support the
process. Despite nationwide disruptions to this testing, our school was able to undertake all tests online for all
our students. This should be taken into consideration when making comparisons both longituindally and with
other schools and states.
The identified targets within our business plan refer to continued improvement and progress for all students and
in particular achievement in Writing for Boys and Numeracy for Girls.
The school continues to use a Year 7 team approach to support the learning for this cohort of students. This
structure combines the benefits of both the primary and secondary school setting using teachers with specialist
subject knowledge and an understanding of the needs of this age of students. Students stay together with
their Mentor Group for Maths, English, Science and Humanities. The same teacher teaches them English and
Humanities and another teacher Mathematics and Science.
Writing has continued to improve longitudinally and this is encouraging with the school undertaking a whole
school professional learning in Tactical Writing in 2018 and 2019 to address this.
The school continues to use diagnostic resources and strategies to identify and support students with difficulties
in Mathematics understandings. These were developed as part of the Reframing Mathematics research project
based at RMIT in Melbourne which our school was involved in as one of four WA schools.
The Learning Centre staff work together with teachers across all areas in supporting both literacy and numeracy
development for students. This work has been strengthened in the area of Numeracy support in 2019 and will
become a greater focus for 2020.
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Year 7 and 9 NAPLAN Achievement
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Arrow indicates relative improvement from Year 7 2017 to
Year 9 2019
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There is significant improvement from a low base
in 2017 (Year 7) in all areas

Value adding - Reading 2017 to 2019 (stable cohort)
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The school mean increased by 48
NAPLAN points in comparison to
50 for WA schools and 35 across
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Looking at each end of the achievement scale helps us track our students in a more detailed way. Both our
Academic Excellence Program and our Learning Centre provide teaching and learning targeted to students in
these bands. Staff also use a range of strategies, such as Formative Assessment, Assessment for Learning,
Thinking skills, Masterclasses, literacy and numeracy support and the Reframing Mathematics materials to
improve academic performance for students.
A focus area for improvement is in Numeracy for our students Above Band 8 and Reading and Writing Below
Band 6.
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These graphs show that the school adds value to students in all areas. This is at a greater rate than the
Australian mean in all areas and State mean for Writing and Spelling.
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Staff Professional Learning

Staff are continually supported and encouraged to
develop professionally through a range of strategies.
These include whole school development programs,
individual professional learning guided by performance
management and the use of a reflective journal. The
journal is designed to encourage staff to reflect on their
teaching practice with the aim of identifying areas for
improvement and enhancing areas of success. This in
conjunction with a Peer Coaching program encourages
staff to continually improve their practice.
The WA Teacher standards (AITSL) are used to guide
teaching practice, reflection and professional dialogue.
A focus for the school is for all teachers to be trained
in the Classroom Management Strategies (CMS). This
enables a common language to be shared amongst
teachers and students in turn are aware and familiar with
these expectations and practices.
The school continues to work towards this target as
opportunities become available for further training. 90%
of staff had completed this training at the end of 2019.
We now have four trained staff members in Conference
Accreditation Training, which allows for school based
conferencing in CMS training.
Teachers are further immersed in the training by
undertaking the extension modules in Instructional
Strategies and the school is looking to build the capacity
to deliver training onsite.
Individuals and groups of staff have also been involved
in a range of other professional learning relevant to their
teaching area or role.
Data shows that 100% of staff were actively involved
in professional learning activities in 2019 with 75%
indicating this was often or very often.
Peer Coaching
Quality teaching is a top priority in the school and is a
focus area in the business plan. Peer coaching remains
a key strategy to support improvement in teaching
practice and effectiveness and has been in place at the
school since 2012.

During 2019, 100% of staff participated in classroom
Peer Coaching. This involves teachers working with a
colleague to plan and commit to an area of improvement,
meet regularly with their coach, using the Growth
Coaching framework and to participate in activities
such as classroom visits, shared profession of readings
through a book study, giving and seeking advice and
shared planning and resources. For 91% of teachers
peer coaching included classroom observation (96% in
2018, 88% in 2017 and 77% in 2016).

Unfortunately only a small number of parents
completed the survey and while we can use this
information to inform our planning, it is important to
recognise that this may not be refective of the full
parent population.

The school has a long history of surveying the
school community stretching back to 2000. From
2014 all Australian Schools are required to use a
common on-line survey tool every two years. Below
are the last survey results from 2018. We have, and
will continue to use, the survey results to improve
our school at all levels. This includes the student
learning physical environment, resources, student
seating, communication with families and technology
links across the school.

Feedback from the comments indicate that 36% of
those responses are happy with how our school is
progressing while 15% indicate they would like us to
improve on the area of academic achievement and
21% of behaviour

Learning Leaders
This strategy has been in operation in the school since
2014. It involves a leader working with others to facilitate
learning, trial strategies and discuss student achievement
in a professional learning group (PLG). These groups
are divided into areas of interest, aligned to the school
business plan, to provide choice and differentiation for
staff professional growth.

Parent National School Opinion Survey 2018
Teachers at this school care about my child
My child's teachers are good teachers
I would recommend this school to others
I am satisfied with the overall standard of education achieved at…
This school is well led

In 2019 75% of staff indicated that this professional
learning enhanced their teaching practice and allowed
them to reflect in the practice and make improvements.

This school has a strong relationship with the local community
This school works with me to support my childs learning
My Child's learning needs are being met at this school

Developing Leadership

My child is making good progress at this school

The school is committed to growing and developing
leaders in the school. Staff involved in the Learning
Leaders strategy meet together to support each other
and have been involved in professional learning to
develop their leadership skills.

Teachers at this school motivate my child to learn

The school continues to support aspiring Level 3
classroom teachers with a further applicant successful in
2019. The school has had 6 successful applicants since
beginning this support.

I can talk to my child's teachers about my concerns

The school takes parents' opinions seriously
This school looks for ways to improve
My child likes being at this school
Student behaviour is well managed at this school
My child feels safe at this school
This school is well maintained
Teachers at this school treat students fairly
Teachers at this school provide my child with useful feedback…

Continued focus in 2019

Teachers at this school expect my child to do their best

Further work was undertaken in 2019 to strengthen
staff confidence in using information technologies,
particularlu with the ongoing transition to online testing.
86% of staff said they felt confident in incorporating
IT into their teaching and learning programs with 84%
using IT oftern or very often in their classes. 36% are
now using Clickview often or very often with their classes
and use of Connect is also growing with 72% of staff
uploading course outlines and lesson information, links
and resources.
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The survey asked parents why they chose to
send their children to Kalamunda. The top 5
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Number of Students

The school continues to use a school-wide pedagogy
developed through the Innovation Design for Enhancing
Achievement in the School (IDEAS) process. The key
elements for teaching are Reflecting, Collaborating,
Engaging and Relevance.
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School Budget and Annual Accounts for 2019
Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

Annual Income

$000

Charges and Fees

$646,540

$521,997

3

Fees from Facilities Hire

4

Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships

5
6

$1,000

$0

$78,535

$42,897

Commonwealth Govt Revenues

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

8

Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and
other Schools
Other Revenues

$292,252

$276,785

9

Transfer from Reserves

$69,204

$69,203

Total Income

$1,231,143

$1,005,168

7

Opening Balance

$246,685

$246,685

Student Centred Funding

$992,696

$992,930

Total Cash Funds Available

$2,470,524

$2,244,785

$0

$0

$2,470,524

$2,244,785

3
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Revenue Source

$73,835

1,000

Utilities/Facilities/Maintenance

$544,436

$518,079

900

4

Buildings/Property/Equipment

$585,000

$501,888

800

5

Curriculum and Student Services

$947,370

$893,273

700

6

Professional Development

$40,000

$28,337

7

Transfer to Reserves

$49,000

$49,000

8

Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other
Schools
Total Goods and Services Expenditure

$105,970

$102,848

$26,688

$26,688

$2,380,674

$2,193,950

Total Forecast Salary Expenditure

$0

$0

Total Expenditure

$2,380,674

$2,193,950

Cash Budget Variance

$189,850

$0

9

Budget

Actual

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Expenditure Purpose

Cash Position as at: 31/12/2019
$50,835

Deductible Gift Funds

$0

1410

Trust Funds

$0

1010

$1,316,910

Suspense Accounts
Cash Advances
Tax Position

Cash Position

1210
810
610

$90,078

410

($400)

10

210

($15,606)
Total Bank Balance

$1,441,817

Other Financial Information
Voluntary Contributions Collection rate: 62.13%

Total Creditors as at 31/12/2019: $0.00

Total bad debts/assets/resources written off: n/a

Total Debtors as at: 31/12/2019: $0.00

A love of Learning
Respect for self, for others, our school, our world
Picking yourself up, turning over a new leaf, never giving up
Celebrating and sharing our successes
Reaching out to the local and global community

e

Asset Replacement Reserves

$000

Our Values

o

General Fund Balance

Sharing our Forest of Possibilites

Overall charges and contributions collection rate 78.39%.

The overall rate for contributions and charges continued to decline in 2019 despite strategies used to encourage
payment such as reminder phone calls and payment plans. This has been the pattern over the last few years
(2016 94%, 2017 83%, 2018 87%) and is reflective of the economy and financial cirucmstance of our families.
This reduction in parent contributions however does have a negative impact the schools ability provide a quality
learning program for students.
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Kalamunda Senior High School
12 Cotherstone Road
Kalamunda WA 6076
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